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Abstract

This paper propose a music retrieval using mood tats in folksonomy for solving Syn-
onym problems. Normally, a music piece and a mood tag can be represented by mood
numeric vectors internally. To determine the mood vectors of a music piece, 12 re-
gressors are created by Support Vector Regression using features of a music piece.
Then, a mood vector is predicted by the 12 regressors. To map a folksonomy mood
tags to its mood numeric vectors, the relationship between mood vectors of music
piece and the folksonomy mood tags was investigated based on tagging data retrieved
from Last.fm. To evaluate retrieval performance, music pieces on Last.fm anno-
tated with at least one mood tag were used as a test set. When calculating precision
and recall, music pieces annotated with synonyms of a given query tag were treated
as relevant. These experiments on a real-world data set illustrate the utility of the
internal tagging of music. Our approach offers a practical solution to the problem
caused by synonyms.

Keywords : Music mood, Folksonomy mood tag, Last.fm, Relationship between mood
and tag

1 INTRODUCTION

A folksonomy is a classification system in which volunteers collaboratively create and man-
age tags to annotate and categorize content. Also, the folksonomies can solve the expanding
problems of taxonomies. It means, category of folksonomy can be expanded by volunteers
without web manager.

However, folksonomies do tend to have problem relating to tags. The first problem is that
different words can be used identical meanings by different users; for example, ”relaxed and
calm are different words, but a soothing piece of music may be tagged the different two words
by two different users. The second problem is a tagging level; i.e., in the case of placid and
very placid, the same root word is used, but those words are expressed by different degrees.

In this paper, a music retrieval method by mood tags in Folksonomy is proposed, and the
method is to solve the synonyms problems when retrieving music. To do this, we introduced
the mood vector (12 values representing different moods according to Thayers two-dimensional
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mood model) as an internal tag. Using this method, moods of music pieces and mood tags
are all represented internally by numeric values; pieces identified as having moods similar to
the mood tags of a query can then be retrieved based on the similarity of their mood vectors,
even if their tags do not exactly match the query.

2 RELATED STUDIES

Existing emotion models include the Russell model (Russell, J.A. (1980)), the Hevner
Model (Hevner, K. (1936)), and the Thayer model (Thayer, R.E. (1989)). Since both the
Russell and Hevner models use adjectives to describe emotions, ambiguity arises if adjectives
have multiple meanings. For this reason, we used Thayers two-dimensional model, in which
each mood or emotion is expressed by two values, arousal and valence. Arousal refers to the
strength of stimulation that listeners feel (i.e., weak or powerful) and valence refers to the
intrinsic attractiveness (positive valence) or aversiveness (negative valence).

A number of studies have explored music folksonomy tags (Steven R. Ness, et al. (2009);
Laurier, C., et al. (2009); Kim, J.H., et al. (2011)). In Laurier et al.s and Kim et al.s studies
(Laurier, C., et al. (2009); Kim, J.H., et al. (2011)), music mood tags from the well-known
folksonomy site Last.fm were treated as categories, upon which these authors constructed
classification models. These classification models first determine the category of each piece
of music, and then the folksonomy tag corresponding to the category is applied. In Steven
et al.s study (Steven R. Ness, et al.), music was subdivided into sub-units and features were
extracted. Then, these features were learned using a Support Vector Machine (SVM). When
a new music piece is inputted, a mood tag is assigned based on the classification model.

3 MUSIC MOOD RETRIEVAL BASED ON FOLKSONOMY TAGS

The object of the present paper is composed of four phases (Fig.1). The first and second
phases are to create a prediction model for each mood; once the mood vectors of the music
piece are obtained, they are attached as internal tags. The third phase is to define the
mapping relationship between folksonomy tags on Last.fm and their mood vectors. The last
phase is to retrieve music using mood vectors and tag-mood mapping information.

3.1 Creating music mood vectors and music mood prediction model

Last.fm, a prominent online example of music folksonomy in action, boasts more than
1,000 music pieces that have at least one music mood tag. These pieces can be collected
using API (Application Programming Interface). However, users provide mood tags in the
form of words, not in the form of a mood vector. In order to accurately translate these tags
and reflect users individual intended meanings for terms with multiple possible meanings, we
would need to obtain individual mood vectors from all users. However, such an approach is
impractical, and would be both time-consuming and prohibitively expensive. For this reason,
we built models to predict the mood vector of a given music piece using existing music mood
data (Moon, C.B., et al.(2014)).

The prediction models are built through the three steps as show in Figure 1. In the
analysis step of musical structure, music pieces were separated into segments through musical
structural analysis (Lee, J.I., et al.(2009); Moon, C.B., et al.(2014); Levy, M., et al.(2006)).
Then, three music segments were chosen for each piece by moon et al. (Moon, C.B., et
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Figure 1: Overview of music retrieval system

al.(2014)): one from the Intro section, one from the Outro section, and the one with the
highest energy.

In the feature extraction and normalization step, we used the 391 features extracted from
Lartillots MIR toolbox (Lartillot, O., et al.(2007)). However, when features are extracted
using MIR toolbox, NaNsvalues that cannot be expressed numericallymay occur. So, features
with at least one NaN were removed. Thus, 330 features are used in our experiments and
feature values were normalized between 1 and +1.

In the building step, we use Support Vector Regression (SVR) to build regressors. the
SVR is provided by Support Vector Machines (LIBSVM) (Lee, J.I., et al.(2009); Ryu, S.-
J., , et al.(2008); Chang, C.-C., et al.(2001)), which has recently become more common
for regression analysis. The input value of the regressors is the normalized feature vector
of a music segment, which is extracted as described above. The data from Moon et als
study(Moon, C.B., et al.(2014)) were used to create predictors of mood vectors.

In predicting mood vectors of music pieces step, we used the 1,243 music pieces on Last.fm
with at least one mood tag as our sample and predicted their mood vectors. Using the method
described in Analysis of musical structure, three segments were selected per piece; a music
vector was then created for each segment (2 or 3 per piece). The mood vector of each segment
was predicted using the mood vector predictor depicted, which is henceforth referred to as a
mood table of music, musicmood table, or musicmood mapping table.

3.2 Mapping tags to mood vectors

To obtain the mapping information for mood tags and mood vectors, we needed to collect
mood tag data for all of the music pieces used in our analysis. On Last.fm, listeners can check
the relevant tags of a music piece or retrieve music pieces by selecting a tag. The associated
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music tags of a music piece are obtained automatically through API which requires the name
of the artist and the track.

Different numbers of music pieces were associated with each tag. Therefore, we needed to
define the representative mood vector of each tag. We did this by averaging the mood vectors
for music pieces with the same tag. These averaged mood vectors are the mood vectors of
a tag which were used to connect mood tags and music together with the musicmood table.
Only 50% 70% of tag data were used to create maps; the remaining portion was used for
performance evaluation.

3.3 Music retrieval using mood tags

The method used to retrieve music using mood tags is as follows: first, the user inputs
the tag to be retrieved(query in Fig. 2); the mood vector of the query tag is then searched
in the tagmood mapping table; then, music pieces with mood vectors similar to the mood
vector of the query tag are retrieved.

Figure 2: Music retrieval using folksonomy tags

4 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Although all mood words could be used as query tags to measure the retrieval performance
of the suggested method, only the 12 words from Thayers two-dimensional mood model were
considered due to the limitations on processing such a vast data set. Synonyms (provided by
www.synonym.com) were used to build the answer set for the 12 mood words; For example,
the tag peaceable was grouped with peaceful, as peaceable is a synonym of the basic mood
adjective peaceful.” Each music piece had at least one mood tag; the number of music pieces
associated with each mood are calm (501), pleased (241), sad (527), excited (304), nervous
(151), peaceful (90), relaxed (527), happy (290), bored (190), sleepy (79), angry (205), and
annoying (242).

The retrieval performance for the six combinations of mood vectors is given in Fig. 3 (a).
The results come from using 50% of the music pieces to build the tag-mood table, and using
the other 50% of the music pieces for testing. The best performance at recall level 0.1 was
0.49 for Intro, 0.59 for Representative, 0.50 for Outro, 0.54 for All, 0.51 for 3:3 MAX, and
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0.56 for 1:3 MAX; Representative performed the best at most recall levels. When we changed
the ratio of training: testing data from 50:50 to 70:30, the best performance was improved
by 0.05 (from 0.59 to 0.64) (Fig. 3 (b)). It means, retrieval performance of our proposed
method can be improved, when there are more training or testing data set.

Figure 3: Retrieval performance

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, to solve the synonym problem associated with folksonomies, the mood
vector of music was introduced as an internal tag. A mood vector consists of 12 values
indicating the presence of the 12 moods from Thayers two-dimensional mood model. Music
pieces were tagged internally using these numeric values, enabling the retrieval of music with
similar moods. To implement a retrieval system based on internal tags, music vectors should
be generated for both music pieces and folksonomy tags.

The paper demonstrated the internal tagging of music to be useful when combined with
our scheme for solving the problem caused by synonyms. However, the retrieval performance
of this approach could be improved by enhancing the predictive power of mood vectors, which
is largely dependent on the quality and quantity of the training data provided.
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